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FROM the day we founded

instruments using exceptional

Pilgrim Harps in 1980, we have

materials, and we continually

been fortunate and privileged

search for and test out the

to be able to combine our

slightest improvements that

passion with our daily business.

can be made.

Our workshops, which are
converted from an old coach
house, are situated in the heart of the

Creating harps that look very
beautiful is an integral part of our approach

beautiful Surrey countryside near the

to harp making, but ultimately it is the

village of South Godstone. We like to

instrument’s sound that is of paramount

think that something of this environment

importance. The elements of sound that

finds its way into the harps we make.

we pay special attention to are the richness
and depth of tone; subtlety in dynamics

From the start we have had two aims: to

and timbre; and clarity, projection and

make the harp more accessible to every-

power. Before it is finished, each harp is

one, and to create harps that are suited

tested out by one of our specialist harpists.

to each individual’s specific needs, whether

They scrutinise every aspect of the harp’s

they are a performer, teacher or student.

performance, checking for accuracy of
intonation and regulation.

Harp making is an art that has been
practiced and refined over thousands

We very much hope that you enjoy browsing

of years. Our craft is a continuation of this

through our range of harps and seeing

ancient tradition; one which we carry

some of the results of our craft.

out today with the highest environmental
consideration, taking a careful and

The tone is beautiful, deep

responsible approach to the materials we use.

and strong, with rich

Pilgrim Harps’ blueprint for creating

resonances and a wide

the very finest harps involves striving
towards three fundamentals – flawless
design, perfect materials and immaculate

variety of timbres. It felt
immediately as if I had

craftsmanship. We gain enormous
satisfaction from producing handcrafted

been playing it for a lifetime…”
MIKE PARKER (harpist, musicologist and teacher)
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RIGHT FROM THE START, the harp will
reward you with a sound that is both
appealing and easy to create. It’s an
encouraging instrument to learn, as even
the simplest pieces can sound impressive.
Although it may look complicated, in
musical terms the harp is actually very
logical. This, too, simplifies the learning
process. There is one string for every

Harps are for all ages and abilities.

note of the scale: you set the harp into

They are very versatile instruments, suited

the key of the piece you want to play,

to many different musical styles and

and then it will sound all the correct

personalities. It need not be expensive

sharps or flats of that key for you.

to start playing, and we can even help
you to find a teacher. Pilgrim Harps has

Many of our customers describe playing

a list of over 400 harp teachers, covering

the harp as life-enhancing. Creating

the whole of the UK.

beautiful music on your harp is satisfying,
and a wonderful way of escaping from

In an educational setting, the harp is ideal

the pressures and routines of everyday life.

for grasping the essentials of music such
as melody, harmony and musical keys.

The harp is also an extremely therapeutic

It can be played solo, as accompaniment,

instrument to play, as it can calm your nerves

or as part of a band or orchestra.

- and those of people around you!
There is something special about the harp
that sets it apart from other instruments.
A common reaction we experience when
showing at exhibitions is simply, “Wow I’ve never been this close to a harp
before!” Many people dream of playing
the harp. We can help make that dream
become a reality.
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DEAL DIRECTLY with the harp makers
and you’ll be in good hands. The
moment you call us, you tap straight
into our expertise. Depending upon
your query you can ask to speak to one
of our harpists, talk to one of the master
craftsmen or even to our artist.

We enjoy creating harps that are as
unique as their owners, and offer an

We can help you whether you’re

extensive choice of finishes designed

a top professional or a complete

to bring out an instrument’s full natural

beginner. While we can meet all your

beauty, while protecting it through

harp needs, we’re not so big that our

many years of pleasure. We also offer

customers remain anonymous. Many

elegant hand-painted decoration and

tell us how much they appreciate

hand carving.

being made to feel like old friends, and
this is borne out by the numbers of loyal

One of our great joys here at Pilgrim

customers who come to us time and again.

is the regular stream of letters, emails
and phone calls expressing delight at

The real heartbeat of Pilgrim Harps is our

receiving a new harp, useful advice

workshop. Right from the start, when the

in choosing an appropriate piece

wood is seasoned and marked out, and

of music or simply ordering the

then as it moves through the various stages

right string. We have included some

through to the finishing process, each harp

customers’ comments in the pages

is the creation of experienced hands.

of this brochure.

“I’d just like to say how pleased I am with my Clarsach,
it is beautifully made and the tone is wonderful. I’m so
glad I went with my instinct and bought a Pilgrim harp”
DIONNE
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Strings: 47
Range: Top G to 7th C
Height: 184cm/72in
Extreme Width: 99cm/39in
Weight: 40kg/88lbs

Gold plated mechanism
Custom decoration, carving and finishes offered
Fitted with front-foot castors
Available with straight or extended soundboard
Five-year structural and mechanical guarantee

“It certainly is fantastic to
be able to start playing again
and the Canterbury has such
a wonderful tone”
MS HAMMOND

"

MAGNIFICENCE and a compelling
presence are words that could be
used to describe both the appearance
and sound of the Canterbury. This full
size concert grand is the supreme choice for
the professional concert harpist.

Fluid lines unhindered by fussy details allow
the Canterbury’s natural beauty to shine
through. The greatest virtue, however, is to
be found within the harp’s rich and full sound.
One of the most important elements in creating
this world-class tone is, of course, the soundboard.
The quality of materials and perfection of
craftsmanship are vital. At Pilgrim Harps we
source the very finest european Sitka spruce,
and the quality of our soundboard veneer is
second to none.

"

"

Strings: 47
Range: Top G to 7th C
Height: 184cm/72in
Extreme width: 99cm/39in
Weight: 40kg/88lbs

Gold plated mechanism
Custom decoration, carving and finishes offered
Fitted with front-foot castors
Available with straight or extended soundboard
Five-year structural and mechanical guarantee

“To everyone at Pilgrim
Harps, a very big thank you
for providing me with such
a beautiful harp and for
making me so welcome and
advising me so well” SUSAN

"
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A CONCERT HARP with a
modern twist. The pillar has
an elegant, stylish, smooth
shape and is embellished with
graceful spiral flutes. The Salisbury
incorporates all the essential features
found in the Canterbury. Both harps
harness modern technology with
traditional techniques and craftsmanship.
The main constructional glue we use
has titanic strength (it’s the same glue
used in the London Eye).

The Salisbury, like the Canterbury, is
famed for the stability of its tuning.
Uniquely, the soundbox ribs we use are
cast from bell metal. Carbon fibre is
carefully used in the key areas to ensure
great strength and reliability, yet intense
responsiveness. The gold-plated mechanism
contains almost 2,000 internal moving
parts; precision engineering ensures it is built
to be accurate, reliable and fully adjustable.
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Strings: 47
Range: Top G to 7th C
Height: 178cm/70in
Extreme Width: 94cm/37in
Weight: 31kg/69lbs

Custom decoration, carving and finishes offered
Fitted with front-foot castors
Available with straight or extended soundboard
Five-year structural and mechanical guarantee

"The finest pedal harp that has
ever been made in Britain. It is
much lighter than most concert
harps and this, combined with an
original body construction, gives a
range of sonority and dynamics that
is quite remarkable." DAVID WATKINS

 

FINDING A CONCERT HARP that’s light,
portable and affordable has always
involved a compromise with sound quality,
or the use of inferior materials such as nylon
strings and plywood soundboards - until now.

Launched in 2007, The Malvern combines the
traditional qualities of a hand-built instrument
with all the reliability and precision expected
of a modern concert harp. This elegant, handcrafted pedal harp weighs just 31 kg (69 lbs).
It has the full range of 47 strings, and is
gut-strung to the very top. The Malvern’s
uniquely-shaped extended soundboard
is designed to produce a tonal range and quality
to rival that of the most expensive concert harps.

Extensive research on harp acoustics, careful use
of carbon fibre technology in key areas; mechanism
plates that won’t tarnish and are fitted with gold
plated discs, bridge-pins and forks, and our own
special bell metal-cast soundbox ribs, together with
the finest precision craftsmanship has resulted in
a harp with increased strength, reliability and
quality of sound, but reduced weight and cost.

 



Strings: 47
Range: Top G to 7th C
Height: 180cm/70 3/4in
Extreme Width: 94cm/37in
Weight: 31kg/69lbs

Custom decoration, carving and finishes offered
Fitted with front-foot castors
Available with straight or extended soundboard
Five-year structural and mechanical guarantee

"The Aldeburgh is a superb harp!
The bottom of the soundboard
extension is an innovative
idea and there is generous
hand room at the top of the
instrument." DANIELLE PERRETT





THE EXQUISITELY turned pillar and
gracefully shaped pedal box and pillar
base-plate combine a classic and
contemporary style.
The Aldeburgh shares the same
essential features as its sister harp,
The Malvern. It has the full range of 47
strings, is strung with the finest gut strings
to the very top and weighs just 31 kg (69 lbs).
As with all our 47 string pedal harps,
The Aldeburgh is fitted with front-foot
castors, making it easy to move around
a room or concert platform.

Launched in 2009, this harp is our tribute
to Benjamin Britten, one of the greatest British
composers. He and Peter Pears co-founded the
world famous Aldeburgh Festival for which he
also composed many important works. Britten
once wrote of Aldeburgh: “I have tried to bring
music to it in the shape of our local festival, and
all the music I write comes from it.” Britten wrote
a number of significant compositions for the
harp, including the Ceremony of Carols and the
Harp Suite. These, and thousands of other
titles, are available from our music stock.
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Strings: 34
Range: 1st A to 6th C
Height (floor standing): 109cm/43in
Height with legs: 135cm/53in
Extreme Width: 69cm/27in
Weight: 8.2kg/18lbs

All-brass, cam-action semitone levers
Available with legs or feet
Custom decoration, carving and finishes offered
Five-year structural and mechanical guarantee

“I’ve been meaning to write
to you since receiving my lovely
harp: a maple Clarsach with
Celtic knotwork on the pillar.
It is absolutely beautiful and
I’m totally hooked.” HELM





WE HAVE been making this harp since 1980, when Pilgrim Harps
led the way with the first ever concert-strung Celtic harp. The result
of this experiment exceeded all our expectations, producing an
instrument with the fullest tone and range of dynamics we know from
such a harp. The Clarsach is a performance lever harp originally
commissioned by the legendary
Derek Bell MBE, celebrated harpist
with The Chieftains. Today it is
firmly established as one of the
most sought after and prized
Celtic harps in the world.

The design has been refined over many
years, and we believe it to be unrivalled
in tonal colour and range of dynamics
by any other harp of its size. The
Clarsach is also the ideal first harp
for a young harpist who will one
day want to play the classical harp,
as the string tension and spacing
on both are the same.
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Strings: 34
Range: 1st A to 6th C
Height (floor standing): 119cm/47in
Height with legs: 145cm/57in
Extreme width: 70cm/27.5in
Weight: 8.2kg/18lbs

All-brass, cam-action semitone levers
Available with legs or feet
Custom decoration, carving and finishes offered
Five-year structural and mechanical guarantee

“Not only is it a beautiful
instrument, but a lovely piece of
furniture which has been much
admired by visitors” SUSAN

!
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THE ASHDOWN, designed in 1993, was born out of the increasing use
of harps in traditional Celtic music. This lighter-strung lever harp is
ideal for playing fast, delicate ornamentation in Irish music, or as an
accompanying instrument to the voice - for which its bright, silky
resonance is perfectly suited.
The most popular wood for
harp making is maple, but
the Ashdown’s slightly
softer string tension enables
us to use different solid woods,
in particular ash and mahogany.
Because this harp requires
a little less effort to play,
it is also particularly suited
to adult players coming
to the harp later in life.

!
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Strings: 34
Range: 1st A to 6th C
Height on feet: 110cm/43in
Height with legs: 135cm/53in
Extreme width: 69cm/ 27in
Weight: 8.2kg/18lbs

All-brass, cam-action semitone levers
Available with legs or feet
Custom decoration, carving and finishes offered
Two-year structural and mechanical guarantee

“I am so thrilled with my Skylark!
The sound is absolutely
wonderful, resonant and clear.
It looks lovely too with its simple,
clear-cut lines and beautiful pale
wood. I shall have hours of pleasure
- a harper’s dream come true.” GILL

"

INTRODUCED IN 2005, the year we celebrated our 25th anniversary, the
Skylark is a balance between fresh, contemporary design and classic Celtic
harp style. With this design we have been able to dispense with the traditional
use of a centre strip and side-strips,
so the soundboard is revealed right
to the very edge of the body. The
shape of the soundboard is
extended upwards and on
into the knuckle.

We have retained the use of the very
finest close-grain Sitka spruce
soundboards, solid brass semitone
levers, gut strings and solid maple
for the frame. We refuse to compromise
tone, resort to fitting nylon strings
or plywood soundboards, reduce the
number of strings, or use inferior
semi-tone levers or cheaper finishes.
The essence of this harp is simplicity
of design, maximum resonance, reliability
and ease of use, while the price has been
kept to a minimum.

"



Strings: 26
Range: 1st G to 5th C
Height: 85cm/33in
Extreme Width: 47cm/18.5in
Weight: 1.9kg/4lbs

Knee brace or shoulder strap available
Two-year structural and
mechanical guarantee

“Many thanks for your
help and flexibility in
finding a suitable harp for
my son. It has been a pleasure
doing business with you”
FIONA





THE HARPSICLE™ is the only new harp sold by Pilgrim Harps that
isn’t made in our workshops. Made of solid maple and with nylon
strings, it is produced by the Harpsicle Harp Co, a division of
Wm. Rees Instruments, LLC.

The intention behind the design of the
Harpsicle™ is that it has a lovely
voice, is inexpensive, accessible
and fun. But it has a serious side too:
one of the most popular uses for this
harp is in music therapy. Music therapy
is well established within education and
health care, helping people with sensory,
physical, emotional or learning disabilities.
Musical skills are not necessary in music
therapy, and harps are fantastic for providing
some instant rewards. Pluck a string and
you’ll create a wonderful sound. These harps
are ideal in a variety of settings such as
hospices, rehabilitation units and hospitals,
as well as at home.



Spectrum Electric

Strings: 22
Range Concert: 1st F to 4th F (Bow Brand Light)
Range Folk: 1st A to 4th A (Bow Brand Folk)
Height: 90cm/36in
Extreme Width: 42cm/16.5in
Weight: 4.6 kgs / 10 lbs
Electric Lever Harp
Fully Gut Strung
Choose Concert or Folk Gauge Tension
Record your own CD’s, MP3’s or Ring-tones
Suitable for a wide variety of Output Devices

“Thank you to everyone who
helped to make my harp. I am
absolutely thrilled with it and
play it constantly” MARYLIN
IT’S HARD TO IMAGINE HOW a harp could be
more fun and innovative than this remarkable

22-string electric harp.

This instrument is the perfect introduction into the rapidly
expanding and exciting world of electric harps. It is
extremely versatile and lightweight, and you can even
choose between concert or lever gauge string tension.

The Spectrum features a very special and unique
pick-up system. Amplification can be wired or wireless
and you can connect the harp to a wide variety of
output devices such as headphones, amplifier and speaker,
mixer or directly onto a PA system. You can even plug
straight into a computer and record your own CD ’s,
MP3’s or ring- tones!

Spectrum

Clarsach Electro-Acoustic
Strings: 34

Iona Thomas

Range: 1st A to 6th C

“Thanks for everything, it sounds

Height: 135cm/53in

amazing and takes my music to

Width: 69cm/27in
Weight: 8.2 kgs / 18 lbs

a whole new level!” IONA

This harp features all the legendary attributes that you would expect from our original Clarsach
but with the addition of a special new pick-up system. This system retains the full integrity of tone
and evenness throughout the range. Convenient to use, it can provide anything from a little sound
enhancement to full volume amplification.

Electro-Acoustic
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WOOD
DECORATION
CARVING
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A HARP can delight in so many ways. In the
the hands of a musician it can thrill, and
in the home it has a presence as an exquisite
piece of furniture. At Pilgrim Harps we can take
your harp to yet another level, making it literally
into a work of art.

All the harps created in our workshops are
handmade rather than manufactured on an
assembly line. This means that any harp we
make can be embellished with hand-painted
decoration or hand-carving. Decoration is one
of our specialities, and something that adds
greatly to the experience of both performer
and audience.

We can decorate a harp in any style you wish,
allowing it to reflect your own tastes and
personality. You can choose from one of our
designs, or we can work using your own ideas.

“We are delighted with our new harp and love the
carving of the horse’s head. My daughter and I are
fighting over who plays it first every day!” HILARY
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WOOD
One of the cornerstones in making fine
instruments is the materials. This is why we
are so fanatical about wood! It’s crucial for us to
source the highest quality, to be meticulous in
getting the grain direction perfect for the task,
and to use the most appropriate species for each
area of a harp. For full stability, wood needs to
be seasoned correctly and maintained in its
optimum condition.

Maple is, justifiably, one of the commonest
woods used in harp manufacture, and we use
it extensively. It is a straight-grained wood
with remarkable strength characteristics, and
an elegant pale-blonde colour. Maple is ideal
for applying one of our many carvings, and
lends itself to darker staining if desired.

Ash is a resilient light-coloured wood with a
well-defined and attractive grain, while mahogany
is a beautiful and familiar red-brown wood.
We find both these species respond perfectly
when used for our lighter-strung Ashdown harp.
Walnut is a sumptuous warm-brown wood sourced
from sustainable forests in North America; we use
this, or maple, for our Skylark harp.

#    

At Pilgrim Harps we only consider the use of
one wood for our soundboards - Sitka spruce.
This is the wood that most characterises
the tone of a harp. We are extremely particular
in selecting the very finest quality spruce for
soundboards. We also believe we have a
responsibility to avoid the novelty of using rare
and exotic (often endangered) tropical species of
wood. What’s more, these often require strengthening with excessive use of carbon fibre and can
even be detrimental to the harp’s tone.

We stock only the finest wood veneers, which
are seen to greatest effect on our round-back
harp bodies. Veneers are expertly ‘bookmatched’ to create a mirror image of the
grain on each side of the soundbox.

“Thank you for the trouble you took showing us all
the stages in building a harp and the various woods
used; I was amazed…” ELIZABETH
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FINISHES
The major influences on the sound of a harp
are the design, materials and string tension;
the choice of finish has very little significance in
this respect. We specialise in producing harps
with a variety of finishes to suit our customers’
tastes and needs. These are some examples:
SATIN FINISH: This is a modern lacquered finish,
easy to maintain, which gives full protection to
the wood while enhancing the grain to reveal its
natural beauty.
HIGH GLOSS FINISH: This is a highly protective,
polyester finish with a high-gloss sheen.
It requires little or no maintenance to remain
looking as good as new for years. However,
in the event of a serious knock causing any
damage, this finish can be expensive to refurbish.
COLOURED FINISH: We offer a full range of
colours. Coloured harps come in a Satin finish,
unless otherwise requested.
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RESTOR ATION
REPAIR
SERVICE

 

WE ARE EXPERTS in the service and repair of
all pedal harps, old and new, and are the
authorised Horngacher UK servicing agent.
We are specialists in re-felting, re-stringing,

 

regulation and intonation checks for Lyon &
Healy, Salvi, Aoyama, Horngacher, Erard,
Obermeyer, Elysian and others. Checks can be
completed quickly and at a competitive price
either in our workshops or at your home.

With all Pilgrim pedal harps, service is simple.
Precision engineering and our fully

#

adjustable mechanics make these instruments
exceptionally stable and reliable. We recommend
a service check after the first year; this may be
carried out by any harp technician or free of
charge at our own workshops.

We have always placed great importance on
offering service, repair or full reconditioning of
both antique and modern pedal harps. This helps
to add to our deep wealth of knowledge, which
is essential in designing new and reliable harps.

“Thank you so much for the
magnificent job you did on
my poor harp. I am over
the moon about how it now
looks and sounds!” ANJI
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ACCESSORIES
STRINGS
MUSIC

Accessories,
Strings
Music
 $$!" $' %"
$ and&$

OUR STRINGS,
STRINGS, music
music and
and accessories
accessoriesservice
serviceisis
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‘Duets
& Ensemble’,
& other
available
by mail ‘Christmas’,
order or for ‘Harp
collection
from
Instruments’ or ‘Tutors & Studies’. If you are
our Surrey workshops.
currently working through the Associated
Board or Trinity exams, you can even look up
the pieces set for your grade.

“I must also add that I always enjoy ordering from
your company. You are so helpful and kind and
provide an excellent service” MRS WILLIAMS

"
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We stock a wide and varied range of harp
accessories including cases, covers, seats,
trolleys, music stands, tuners, tuning
keys and amplification equipment. Most
items are available by mail order or for
collection from our Surrey workshops.

 

HARP HIRE
Many of our customers hire a harp to
start with. Pilgrim Harps has a fleet of
over 100 lever harps available for hire,
and this is a very inexpensive way of
trying one out (UK only). It’s also
an excellent opportunity to decide
which harp may suit you best.

What’s more, if you decide to buy,
we deduct the first three months’ hire
charges from the cost of any new harp
made in our workshops. If you have to
wait for your new harp, you can keep
your hire harp at no extra charge until
it is finished - which usually means you
will have hired one for nothing!

We also have a number of 47 string
concert harps available for short and
long-term hire, events and tours;
harp-crates can be rented too.
Contact Pilgrim Harps for arrangements
by calling (01342) 893242 or email
info@pilgrimharps.co.uk

”I’m having a great time learning the harp and
want to thank your staff for their advice on finding
a teacher and which harp to play. It’s one of the
best things I’ve ever done!” JO

HELP and ADVICE

   

Although making harps is the core of our
business, at Pilgrim Harps we aim to provide
a complete service of genuine value to the harp
community - or for anyone wishing to become
a harpist. For instance, we enjoy linking harpists
with harp courses, teachers, societies or festivals.
We help out with music festival harp days and
happily give harp-related advice over the phone.

Our website (www.pilgrimharps.co.uk) is
recognised as an essential harpists’ resource.

“We had such a fantastic
day... I’ve been telling everyone to look at the website.”
ALYSON
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VISITS
You are welcome to visit us but if

Redhill

6
Godstone

possible, please telephone us first.

A25

Pilgrim Harps are open Monday to

Nutfield

Harts
Lane

Bletchingley
South
Godstone

Friday between 9am and 5pm.
Tilburstow
Hill Road

We are also open most Saturday mornings
but please let us know you are coming.



M25
7

A23

BY CAR
We are easily approached from the M25
at Junction 6 (Godstone).

To Gatwick

M23

Blindley
Heath
A22
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Follow the A22 South over two more roundabouts. Then, after about half a mile take
the next right turn at a country crossroads - Harts Lane. At the end of the lane, turn
left and after 500 yards, Pilgrim Harps is the next driveway on the left. (If you pass
under the railway bridge you have gone too far!)
Coming from the South on the A22, after the village of Blindley Heath (about 8 miles
north of East Grinstead), take a left fork just past the Camping Centre.
After about 1.5 miles Pilgrim Harps is the next driveway on the right after passing
under a railway bridge.

BY TRAIN
Godstone Station is on a branch line from REDHILL (on the London-Brighton line),
about 40 minutes from London. If you arrange a time we will meet you at the station.

ADDRESS
Pilgrim Harps, Stansted House, Tilburstow Hill Road, South Godstone,
Surrey, RH9 8NA
Telephone: 01342 893242 Fax: 01342 892646 E-mail: info@pilgrimharps.co.uk
Web site: www.pilgrimharps.co.uk

As all the harps created in our workshops are hand made and not created on an
assembly line, individual specifications, colours and dimensions may be subject
to slight variation. Information given is correct at time of going to press.
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Stansted House, Tilburstow Hill Road, South Godstone, Surrey RH9 8NA
Tel: 01342 893242 Fax: 01342 892646
Email: info@pilgrimharps.co.uk www.pilgrimharps.co.uk

